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Abstract
Despite advancements in seismic data acquisition and processing, imaging in structurally complex areas such
as fold belts has marginally improved. In such geologically complex areas, the conventional approach to
imaging may not yield satisfactory results. Even though in such areas 3D surface seismic surveys are preferred
but acquiring 3D seismic data may not be possible due to logistics and other constrains. Besides, in such areas
the rough topography and difficult accessibility can make 3D land seismic data acquisition prohibitively
expensive. Conventional 2D land seismic data has its own limitations, as it is difficult to image the steep
anticlinal features properly. An alternative to conventional 2D surveys in such areas is the swath-line recording
geometry. The swath-line recording provides much higher fold (720-fold in the present case) than the typical
2D land surveys, and thus provides data with a much higher signal-to-noise ratio.

Introduction
The state of Tripura is located in the northeastern part of India (Figure1) and forms a part of AssamArakan frontal belt, characterized by a number of north-south trending long narrow elongated
anticlines and broad intervening synclines, occurring in an en-echelon fashion. Baramura field located
in this area is an asymmetric doubly plunging anticline trending roughly north-northeast-to-southsouthwest. Tectonically, Baramura falls in the frontal folded belt of Tripura, which is the western
continuation of the Surma Valley folded belt. The eastern flank of Baramura structure has been
affected by a westward dipping thrust and with the main hydrocarbon potential in Bokabil and Upper
Bhuban formations of Miocene age.

Methodology
The 2D swath-line acquisition geometry combines the concepts of stack array with 3D acquisition
techniques; here in this case study it consists of two additional receiver lines on both sides of
conventional 2D seismic survey. This geometry provides excellent protection against scattered and
out-of-plane surface noise, while permitting the use of limited crossline aperture for 3D swath
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Figure 1: Location of the study area in Tripura, India. (Adapted from tourist guide map-northeast, India
via traveloearth.com)

processing techniques to preserve signal fidelity. Swath-line seismic data were acquired as a practical
alternative to conventional 2D land data acquisition to map an anticline in an area situated in the
northeastern part of India with rough topography and difficult accessibility (Figure 1).
In all nine 2D swath-lines were acquired along the South Baramura anticline, six lines along the dip
direction and three lines along the strike direction to map the anticline properly. The surface
conditions along the swath-line traverse vary with large elevation differences from 10 m to 130 m
hilly terrain (Figure 3). The recording geometry consists of three receiver lines at 40 m separation
and a single shot line along central receiver line (Figure 2).
The receiver interval was 10 m. Symmetrical split-spread geometry with 480 + 480 active channels
in each receiver line and a total of 2880 active channels were used (Table 1). The full-fold coverage
along the CMP line was 720, which is significantly higher than the foldage that is typically attained
with conventional 2D surveys.
The swath-line recording geometry is much like conventional marine recording geometry, and unlike
the orthogonal recording geometry. The source-receiver azimuthal coverage in the case of the
swath-line recording geometry is narrow and confined largely to the swath direction.
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Figure 2: The swath-line recording geometry adopted in the seismic data acquisition.

Data analysis
It is important to note that the swath-line data must be treated as 3D data during most of the stages
of processing, including near-surface modeling and subsurface imaging. The nonlinear traveltime
tomography (Zhang and Toksoz, 1998) was applied to the first-arrival times picked from the shot
gathers and estimated a near-surface velocity model for statics corrections (Figure 4). In the
conventional processing scenario, statics applied on the geometry merged gathers are actually
supplied by field crew and derived on the basis of near surface model estimated using sparse uphole data or by shallow refraction survey. But in this case field statics is no longer valid (statics
comparisons have been shown in Figure 5) due to highly undulated acquisition surface and complex
near surface geology.
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Figure 3: The elevation profile of receivers along the swath lines showing the variation to be between
10 and 130 m.

Figure 4: A workstation screenshot showing the initial near-surface velocity model used for
computation of refraction statics.
Detailed signal processing was applied to pre-stack data, which included- geometrical spreading
correction followed by cascaded application of noise attenuation in the shot and CMP domains,
aimed at reducing the strength of surface waves and guided waves. It is often found that in the
seismic data from fold belt areas, the signal-to-noise ratio over anticlines is poor, and the reflection
hyperbolic patterns are usually not seen.
Besides, out-of-plane reflection events are commonly seen on 2D seismic profiles. It is therefore
important to get rid of all such types of noise, so that the reflection signal is preserved. Most of the
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Figure 5: Comparison of a shot gather from a single receiver line of swath-line with (a) no field statics
applied, (b) after field statics was applied, and (c) after application of refraction statics. Notice the
improvement in the coherence of reflection events in (c).
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Figure 6: Comparison of 2D seismic profile segments from (a) vintage 60-fold data, and (b) swath-line
360-fold data. The segments have been included from only the overlap portions of the two profiles.
noise removal algorithms presume that the signal strength is stronger in magnitude than the
contaminating noise, but in this area the signal-to-noise ratio is small-This aspect of the data
compelled frequency dependent noise attenuation to be carried out in narrow bands which enabled
the search for anomalous amplitudes and their associated attenuation. Eventually, noise attenuation
was carried out on post-stack data.
Velocity analysis plays a very crucial role in this data. Consistent reflection hyperbolae are nearly
absent on seismic gathers, and thus it becomes difficult to carry out velocity analysis based on
flattening of hyperbolae. A semblance-based approach with super gather mode also does not give
reliable estimates for velocity. Under these circumstances, constant velocity stack method (CVS) of
velocity analysis is helpful to get an initial estimate of velocity. Repeated refinements of CVS velocity
were carried out to get the best stacked results. To pick CVS based velocity, a prior knowledge of
geological structure is a must. Comparison of swath line data with vintage 2D are shown in Figure 6,
the improvement in imaging by swath-line recording is markedly evident.
Figures 7 and 8 show stacked sections from a swath-line processed with all three receiver lines and
the use of only a single receiver line along shot direction; The image quality is seen to be significantly
improved in swath-line processing with three receiver lines, especially over fault near anticlinal
portion in dip line and events are clearly resolved in strike direction.
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Figure 7: Comparison of stacked sections from swath-line: with (a) single receiver line, and (b) three
receiver lines along dip direction. The image quality significantly improves, and faults are more
distinct in (b).

Figure 8: Comparison of stacked sections from swath-line with (a) single receiver line, and (b) three
receiver lines along strike direction.
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Conclusions
In areas with rough topography and difficult accessibility, high-fold swath-line data acquisition is
more useful than conventional 2D land seismic data acquisition. This is especially true when 3D land
seismic data acquisition is logistically challenging and prohibitively expensive. The swath-line data
must be treated as 3-D data during all stages of processing, including near-surface modelling and
subsurface imaging. Swath-line recording provides much higher foldage than typical 2D surveys. The
recording of multi azimuthal field data (though narrow) and the consequential 3D processing also
plays a significant role in image enhancement. Thus swath-line recording provides data with a much
higher signal-to-noise ratio, which is crucial for imaging in fold belt areas.
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